Touch Investigation 1

Blindfold one person.

Choose one person to hold their hands out.

Get the blindfolded person to feel the hands.

Take off the blindfold.

Feel everyone's hands. Whose hands did you touch?
Touch Investigation 2

Take your shoes and socks off.

Find a partner.

Guide your partner along the boards. What can they feel?

Swap over.

Did you feel the same things?
Touch Investigation 3

Find a partner.

Draw a letter or number on your partner’s back.

What did they draw?

Can you draw other letters, numbers and words?

Does it feel the same on your hand or leg?
Touch Investigation 4

Find an object in the box using your hands.

Describe how it feels.

hard    soft    bumpy    smooth    big    small

Can they guess what it is?

Take in turns to have a go.
Touch Investigation 5

Put a blindfold on.

Use your hands to feel for the picture.

Can you stick the object in the correct place?

Take in turns.